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The Perfect Afternoon Tea Recipe Book More Than 160 Classic Recipes For
Sandwiches
Afternoon tea is the quintessential English tradition that everyone loves to share. This delightful book provides all the
classic recipes that you will need together with a history of the custom of afternoon tea.
Afternoon tea can take many forms - from a piece of simple buttery shortbread accompanied by a perfect cup of tea
enjoyed solo, to an elegant spread of delicate sandwiches, miniature cakes and rich pastries to mark a special occasion.
In a melding of the fun style of the 'Style Me Vintage' series with a traditional cookery book, Style Me Vintage: Tea
Parties is a vintage and thematic take on a traditional afternoon tea book. The current trend for retro styled events and
afternoon tea parties is as much about styling as it is about food and drink and this book will show you just how to
achieve your own perfect event. Split into themed tea parties, it will show how to create your tea party: dress your table,
decorate your room, do your invitations, costume suggestions, and offer key recipes for food and drink within each
theme. Themes include: a Victorian Tea Party (lace aplenty and dainty cakes), an Edwardian Breakfast (country house
pastries and breakfast cocktails), a 1920's Speakeasy (cocktails in tea cups and recipes for jazz babies), a 1930's
Cocktail Party (silk, tweed, champagne with elegance), a 1940's Picnic (fiery ginger beer anyone?), a 1950's Street Party
(bunting and finger food). With advice on scaling up into a tea party for many – or down to an intimate tea for two, you
can't go wrong.
BLANK TEA JOURNAL This notebook journal with blank pages, featuring a teapot and teacup watermarks, is a fantastic
gift idea for anyone who is a tea enthusiast! This unique tea quote cover design journal notebook is ideal as a tea gift for
her or tea gifts for #TeaEnthusiasts generally. Key features of this tea journal: This unique tea-quote cover design is an
EXCELLENT tea gift idea for people who loves tea gifts This tea-themed gifts idea is perfect for tea enthusiasts This tea
journal notebook is ideal for writing tea recipes, tea blending, tea tasting, and tea cookbook ideas inside Anyone who
enjoys tea recipes, tea making, afternoon tea, high tea, or any tea event will love this journal Create your own fruit tea,
recipes, sweet tea recipes, spice tea recipes, green tea recipes, detox tea recipe, and write them inside this journal
Contains 100 lined pages Printed on high-quality white interior pages Matte-finish cover 6 inches by 9 inches or 15.24 cm
by 22.86 cm journal notebook size Grab your copy now!
How to plan a vintage tea party for your vintage wedding, bridal shower or special event Host an incredible English
Afternoon Tea that even the Queen would love to attend. Or a decadent French High Tea Party. Inside find vintage tea
party menus for 6 different Vintage High Tea parties. Included are recipes for traditional high tea cakes, high tea
sandwiches, and tea-time treats. PLUS style guides for 6 unique tea party styles that offer easy to follow instructions for
an unforgettable high tea event that everyone will be talking about. Mouth-watering decadent tea party food ideas and
recipes Afternoon Tea Sandwich recipes from professional caterers Complete style guides for Six types of vintage tea
parties. Simple, easy to follow guides to help you plan and host the most amazing and authentic Vintage Tea Party
Event. Each vintage tea party theme includes a complete style guide, tea party recipes, and tea party food and drink lists.
Plan a vintage English High Tea Party or a Romantic French Tea Party that your friends will be talking about for years.
The Vintage High Tea Style Guide includes complete style guides for English High Tea Party Romantic French High Tea
Party Shabby Chic Style Tea Party Cream Tea Party Retro Luncheon Tea Garden Tea Party Includes:6 High Tea Party
Style Guides - inspiration and suggestions for tea party invitations, table settings, and decorations.24 fabulous afternoon
tea sandwich ideas for the perfect afternoon tea18 Vintage High Tea recipes. Buy today and get to planning the perfect
vintage high tea party
Combining comforting recipes, local ingredients and a bit of baking magic, Mat Follas presents an irresistible collection of
tea time treats. Let yourself be transported to a table adorned with crisp linen, fine china, and a cup of your favorite tea
for the ultimate afternoon tea experience with BBC MasterChef UK winner Mat Follas. In this enticing collection of recipes
for the finest bakes and most irresistible pastries Mat has honed his unique experience as a chef and indulged his
passion for home baking. In the first chapter, Cakes & Scones, you will find Mat’s perfect recipes for Lemon Drizzle Cake
and a Classic Victoria. Slices & Tarts include the magical combination of rhubarb and custard in Mat’s take on a classic
custard slice. Failsafe Biscuits & Cookies will keep in your pantry for days, ready to whip out for guests for an impromptu
afternoon tea. For a more refined occasion try one of the delights from the Dainties & Patisserie chapter; individual
Sherry Trifle Verrines or pretty Raspberry Meringue Kisses are the ultimate treat. With ideas for savouries and
sandwiches along with recipes for refreshing homemade cordials, memorable jellies, and reviving gins and sparkling
cocktails you have all the ingredients you need to host the perfect afternoon tea.
"Family Teatime" is the perfect gift for the foodie family and fans of afternoon tea. Packed with tasty dishes, delicious tips,
household hints, extracts, poems and fun facts, this lively new book gives the reader a brilliant selection of teatime
recipes and wisdom. With photos of the finished dishes, simple ingredients and fun retro illustration throughout this is
sure to be a winning gift, with the promise of many years of use ahead.
The ultimate teatime collection, with an introductory guide to the history and etiquette of afternoon tea, and 200 classic
recipes for sandwiches, savouries, cakes, gateaux and other treats.
From cucumber sandwiches to jam and scones, this comprehensive cookery book from the National Trust is chock full of recipes that go
perfectly with a cup of tea. Afternoon tea is the quintessential British ritual. And with over 100 tearooms across the country, the National Trust
knows a thing or two about it. This gift-sized guide has delicious recipes for savory and sweet treats, whether you’re looking for a lively party,
the last word in elegance or a hearty winter tea by the fire. From sandwiches and tarts to cakes, scones, macaroons and preserves – some
are classic, some have a twist, such as cucumber sandwiches with minted cream cheese, toasted farmhouse bread with anchovy butter, the
classic Victoria sponge, brandysnaps or scones. Plus there’s everything you need to know to brew the perfect pot of tea (not to mention the
odd cocktail and bowl of punch). Food historian Laura Mason also includes some fascinating and amusing historical recipes that reveal how
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afternoon tea was taken in times gone by and the origins of some of our beloved dishes.
BLANK TEA RECIPE COOKBOOK This tea-themed cover blank recipe cookbook is a fantastic gift idea for tea enthusiasts! Use the custom
rating system to document the outcome of any recipes you taste test! Use this blank recipe book to document ingredients, instructions, cook
time, prep time, and rating system to document which recipes work well in terms of presentation, aroma, and taste! Key features of this blank
tea recipe cookbook: This unique tea-quote cover design is an EXCELLENT tea gift idea for people who loves tea gifts This tea-themed gifts
idea is perfect for tea enthusiasts This tea journal notebook is ideal for writing tea recipes, tea blending, tea tasting, and tea cookbook ideas
inside Anyone who enjoys tea recipes, tea making, afternoon tea, high tea, or any tea event will love this journal Create your own fruit tea,
recipes, sweet tea recipes, spice tea recipes, green tea recipes, detox tea recipe, and write them inside this journal Contains 110 customdesigned blank recipe pages Printed on high-quality white interior pages Matte-finish cover 8 inches by 10 inches or 20.32 cm by 25.4 cm
size Grab your copy now!
This book is a collection of high tea inspired recipes to cook at home for high tea with friends and family. Covering, sponges, cakes, cookies
to sandwiches with delicious fillings to tarts with fruit, and over 100 recipes that are easy to make and divine to eat.
Celebrate an elegant ritual with the sweet and savory breads, cakes, pastries, cookies and other treats featured here.
The Perfect Afternoon Tea Recipe BookMore Than 160 Classic Recipes for Sandwiches, Pretty Cakes and Bakes, Biscuits, Bars, Pastries,
Cupcakes, Celebration Cakes and Glorious GateauxSouthwater
Full of recipes, tips and secrets, this book is the perfect gift for those who love organizing tea parties, for Afternoon Tea fans and for everyone
who knows that there is nothing better than a good slice of cake and a tasty cup of tea. Whether you are a traditionalist who prefers Earl
Grey, or an adventurer whose tastes run to Green Tea, Chai, Rooibos or even Chamomile, this is the right book for you!Inside you will find
loads of delicious recipes for treats like: Lemon Drizzle Cake, Welsh Cakes, Carrot Cake, Red Velvet Roll, Egg Custard Tarts, Blueberry Tart,
Shortbread and of course all sorts of tasty sandwiches. You will also learn how to make sure your Afternoon Tea party goes well, how to
present a beautiful table, make your guests comfortable and add that air of charm and elegance through special invitations (templates
included).
Perfectly baked desserts are easier than you think. Use this guide to make baking a cake, well, a piece of cake. In this updated book you will
find lots more tips on baking cakes and pastry, using eggs in baking, the right equipment to use in baking, the right ingredients to use in
baking, my favourite recipe books my favourite baking apps and my favourite baking magazines, plus an additional chapter on 'my six
favourite easy loaf cake recipes.
Master patissier Eric Lanlard returns with another book crammed with deliciously achievable recipes, this time to teach you the skills and
tricks to making the perfect afternoon tea. With 90 recipes for sweet and savory afternoon tea treats, this book contains all the cakes,
pastries, tarts and biscuits you could wish for, from porcini and maple bacon éclairs to pistachio and rose water scones. In addition there are
six themed menus, made from key recipes in the book, so that you can offer the perfect combination of flavors for your afternoon tea.
Whether you're throwing a lavish tea party for friends or are simply looking for that perfect scone recipe, this is the must-have afternoon tea
recipe book.

A guide to the traditions and etiquette of afternoon tea provides recipes for a variety of savory treats, pastries, cakes, and cookies
along with information on the technique of making a perfect pot of tea.
If we just take the time to relax and rejuvenate at the end of the day, it can be the perfect moment for an elegant and soothing tea.
And with music playing softly in the background and plates of scrumptious little sandwiches, scones, cakes, and cookies, it is a
treasure to share.
Enjoy a wonderful Afternoon Tea for the holidays! This cookbook has all the recipes and information you need to host the perfect
tea party!
English people love their tea - a lot. While it is also a favorite drink elsewhere in the world, no one does it like the Brits. They make
a fuss of their tea times with an elaborate spread that features teas and pastries and savories, but mostly scones! Yup, scones are
a basic when it comes to tea times. And its good news that it's pretty basic to make, too. You do not really have to fuss about it
around the kitchen because you can cook a good batch of different flavors, from sweet to savory to everything in between, in so
little time and with little effort as well. Scones are the English response to the American biscuits, although the latter is mostly
served for breakfasts, brunches, lunches, and dinners. They are quite similar in the way they are served (ex. clotted cream, jam,
butter), but they differ in a sense that scones are slightly sweeter and crunchier! Scones make the perfect pair with a cup of tea. In
fact, the afternoon tea would be dull if a scones platter is nowhere to be found at the table. That's the point of this cookbook. We
are leading you the way to the English afternoon tea by giving you no less than 30 different scones recipes to play around with.
Some are sweet, some are savory, some are plain, some are stuffed, some are fruity, and some are meaty - name your
preference, and you will definitely have it.
How to Prepare the Best Downton Abbey Themed Afternoon Tea at Home for your Downton Abbey Movie Marathons or Theme
Parties ...for both tea connoisseurs and amateurs Have you ever wondered how to bake the tastiest Downton Abbey afternoon tea
recipes shown in the movies and make your friends and family marvel at your culinary skills? Inside this book you will find all the
most famous cream tea recipes from the movies, with detailed directions that will make it easy to prepare dishes and teas that
aren't only tasty, but also look delicious. The recipes contained in this book are adequate for all cooking skill levels and are a great
supplement to any Downton Abbey themed party or movie marathon. Bring the aristocratic world of the Crawley family into your
kitchen! This cookbook contains: Easy recipes to prepare a delicious afternoon tea Step-by-step directions to bake the best sweet
and savory cream tea snacks, even if you have never baked before Lots of recipes to choose from, according to the correct tea
pairing A rich collection of tasty and nice-looking dishes, all of them having a Downton Abbey inspired design Tips and tricks on
how to correctly store and brew the most common tea varieties And much more! Amaze everyone at your next afternoon tea with
these quick, easy, and delicious recipes! Scroll up, Click on "Buy Now with 1-Click", and Get Your Copy!
80 stunning recipes and inspiration for how to host and bake for the ultimate afternoon tea party with instruction from master
patissier Will Torrent. Arranged by season, and with extra chapters on a Classic afternoon tea and a Showstopper afternoon tea,
Will showcases his no-nonsense approach to the techniques involved in patisserie, baking, chocolate work, and serving savory
dishes. Beautifully illustrated and an invaluable source of inspiration, there are also six guest recipes from top restaurants and
hotels: The Ritz; The Dorchester; The Gramercy Tavern; The Berkeley; Harrods; and Raymond Blanc's Les Manoir aux
Quat'Saisons. Starting with a brief history of British afternoon tea, Will then offers up recipes for jams, spreads, butters, and
curds—everything you might need to serve alongside afternoon tea. Recipes include Smoked Salmon & Whipped Cream Cheese
sandwiches, Cherry & Almond Bakewell Tarts, and Fruited Scones; as well as more adventurous offerings of Prosecco, Lime &
Mint Jellies and Lemon & Lime Matcha Tea Friands.
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The Ultimate Guide to Hosting Dowton Abbey Style Afternoon Tea Have You Ever Wanted to Have a Formal Afternoon Tea, But
Just Weren't Sure Where to Start? This easy to follow guide will show you how to host a prim and proper afternoon tea, just like
the English have been enjoying for generations. If you have watched Dowton Abbey and wanted to make afternoon tea part of
your routine or even just wanted to host an afternoon tea for a special occasion, this is the book for you.Inside you will discover: A
brief history of English teatime How to select the right tea Perfect recipes to compliment and afternoon tea Everything you need to
host and prepare the perfect afternoon tea Proper teatime etiquette And Much More Teatime isn't just for English aristocrats. You
can share in a relaxing and fun afternoon tea, no matter where you are from or what your situation is. Teatime is about catching up
with friends and family and taking a break from the drudgery of the daily routine.This book will explain every detail you need to
know when hosting tea at your home. Everything from choosing the right tea set to how to hold your teacup is covered. After you
finish this book you will be ready to throw a flawless afternoon tea.Find out what you have been missing and host your own
Afternoon Tea. Once you see how simple it is to put together, you may just become teatime regular. Get Your Copy of This Guide
Right Away.
Now cooks everywhere can master the time-honored tradition of afternoon tea. Over 100 delicious, illustrated recipes teach the art
of preparing traditional tea cakes and sandwiches and offer contemporary alternatives. Mackley tells how to brew the perfect cup
of tea, covers the myriad of teas available, and presents menu suggestions. Color photographs.
Tea ideas and treats has a delectable selection of teas suitable for gods and goddess. Devine and tasty homemade tea recipes,
some delicate, some with deep flavours yet they're all pleasing to the senses, some healthy some indulgent. With fresh air circling
around us, birds chirping and calling upon us to wake up to a beautiful new day, what’s better than a cup of tea. In this book you
will find an array of easy morning tea idea. A cup of tea to start the day rebalances and reset you from the day before.This book
offers a wide selection of tea drinks that is suitable for any time of the year or day, healthy and delicious homemade teas. During
winter, the heat of some of the most divine brew will warm the cockles of your soul.Many are quick tea ideas that ranges from
herbal tea recipes, iced tea recipes that creates the taste of mid-June, summer tea ideas, winter tea and much more. There are
Friday and Saturday tea ideas for that heavenly mood of cosy serenity.Fresh tea leaves are always the first recommended choice
when brewing tea as it attunes your palette to quality and you’ll derive satisfaction from the leaves unfolding before your eyes and
as it dances in the water to release its alluring colour, flavour and aromas.Explore the best scones recipes or best long island tea
recipe which is the true essence of summer. Indulge yourself in both tea and scrumptious treats such as tea cakes and
sandwiches for tea party or afternoon tea ideas. You’ll enjoy recipes for afternoon tea idea, Moroccan tea, Indian Tea, Lebanese
tea, Thai tea etc. Keep cool and refreshed with a delicious selection of iced tea.There are intensely flavoured syrups with gorgeous
aromas that are useful for sweetening tea, coffees etc. There is something incredibly satisfying about brewing the most deliriously
perfect cuppa in the world! Sweet and stimulating tea drinks are nectar to your lips. Delectable, heavenly, delicious and divine!
Includes "some recipes from the golden age of England....In this concise book you'll learn: Step by step through how to throw the
perfect tea party - Downton Style." -- p. [4] of cover
Offering a wonderful choice of places to enjoy afternoon tea, this is the perfect guide for travelers to England. Presented with
fabulous photography, tea lovers will discover hundreds of choices of quaint and cozy tea rooms and undiscovered tea shops,
charming and unspoiled. Each of the establishments has a great selection of teas, elegant sandwiches, delightful cakes, and
pastries to make afternoon tea a memorable experience. Also included are details on each facility, including the types of tea
served, hours of service, directions, and whether children are welcome. Instructions for brewing the perfect cup of tea and recipes
for recreating some of the delicious offerings round out this guide.
In this gorgeous gift book, Bea Vo, author of Tea with Bea, shares her favorite recipes for ideal tea-party treats. The book features
28 perfect recipes for cakes, cookies, and fancies—every recipe you need to host a picture-perfect tea party for your friends and
family.
The ultimate teatime recipe collection with an introduction to serving traditional afternoon tea, photographed throughout.
Create the perfect celebration with an Afternoon Tea sure to delight your guests. The book includes time-tested, savory and sweet
recipes.
Tea sandwiches and canapés, quiches and tarts, and soups and salads are abundant in this collection of 100 delectable recipes
from the editors of TeaTime magazine. Twelve tearoom owners from Florida to Alaska each contribute a customer-favorite recipe
and share the inspiring stories of how their businesses came to be. An expert tea-pairing guide, along with a tea-steeping primer,
make it simple to choose and prepare the perfect pot of tea to accompany the savory treats in the 136-page hardback book. From
pretty cucumber canapés and colorful tomato-feta tartlets to creative variations on traditional chicken salad, the more than 100
recipes in Tea & Savories provide delicious ideas for the next afternoon tea or luncheon to please any palate.
Tea ideas and treats has a delectable selection of teas suitable for gods and goddess. Devine and tasty homemade tea recipes
with delicate yet deep flavours which are pleasing to the senses, some healthy some indulgent.With fresh air circling around us,
birds chirping and calling upon us to wake up to a beautiful new day, what's better than a cup of tea. In this book you will find an
array of easy morning tea idea. A cup of tea to start the day rebalances and reset you from the day before.This book offers a wide
selection of tea drinks that is suitable for any time of the year or day, healthy and delicious homemade teas. During the winter, the
heat of some of the most divine brew will warm the cockles of your soul.Many are quick tea ideas that ranges from herbal tea
recipes, iced tea recipes that creates the taste of mid-June, summer tea ideas, winter tea and much more. There are Friday and
Saturday tea ideas for that heavenly mood of cosy serenity.Fresh tea leaves are always the first recommended choice when
brewing tea as it attunes your palette to quality and you'll derive satisfaction from the leaves unfolding before your eyes and as it
dances in the water to release its alluring colour, flavour and aromas.Explore the best scones recipes or best long island tea recipe
which is the true essence of summer. Indulge yourself in both tea and scrumptious treats such as tea cakes and sandwiches for
tea party or afternoon tea ideas.You'll enjoy recipes for afternoon tea idea, Moroccan tea, Indian Tea, Lebanese tea, Thai tea etc.
Keep cool and refreshed with a delicious selection of iced tea.There are intensely flavoured syrups with gorgeous aromas that are
useful for sweetening tea, coffees etcThere is something incredibly satisfying about brewing the most deliriously perfect cuppa in
the world! Sweet and stimulating tea drinks are nectar to your lips. Delectable, heavenly, delicious and divine!
BLANK TEA TASTING JOURNAL This tea tasting journal notebook is a fantastic gift idea for #tea enthusiasts to journal their tea tasting
journey! Take note of the presentation, aroma, and taste of the teas that are taste tested with this tea notepad. Wish you had a book to
document all the different teas, blends of teas, detox recipe, sweet tea recipe, green tea recipe, or any tea recipes? Then this is a great tea
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tasting journal perfect for to accomplish this! Be sure to rate your tea tasting experiences with the custom rating system at the end of every
tea-tasting journal experience. Key features of this tea tasting journal: This unique tea-quote cover design is an EXCELLENT tea gift idea for
people who loves tea gifts This tea-themed gifts idea is perfect for tea enthusiasts This tea journal notebook is ideal for writing tea recipes,
tea blending, tea tasting, and tea cookbook ideas inside Anyone who enjoys tea recipes, tea making, afternoon tea, high tea, or any tea event
will love this journal Create your own fruit tea, recipes, sweet tea recipes, spice tea recipes, green tea recipes, detox tea recipe, and write
them inside this journal Contains 100 custom designed tea tasting journal pages Printed on high-quality white interior pages Matte-finish
cover 6 inches by 9 inches or 15.24 cm by 22.86 cm journal notebook size Grab your copy now!
This beautiful 136 page hardback book is packed full of professionally tested recipes, special-occasion menus, and expert tips for composing
the perfect tiered-stand menu.
More than 60 recipes for making all the delectable treats you'll need for an afternoon tea party, including scrumptious scones, dainty tea
sandwiches, savory appetizers, tea time sweets and the perfect pot of tea. Fifteen creative theme party ideas with suggestions for: invitations,
games and activities, decorations, menu choices and party favors. Get out those teapots and create fond memories of lively conversation and
laughter and fun.
Whether it's a tea party in the garden or a cosy gathering by the fire, afternoon tea is a treat at any time of year. Teatime should begin with
Sandwiches and Savouries - delectable savoury morsels that range from traditional fare such as Finger Sandwiches to the more exotic
flavours of Quick Blinis with Wasabi Cream and Caviar. Scones and Teacakes features some new takes on old classics. Try Blueberry and
Lime Drop Scones or Orange and Walnut Scones with Mascarpone and Fig Preserve. For the ultimate tea-time indulgence, tuck into Fancies
- sweet morsels such as Baby Eclairs with Coffee Creme Patissiere and Coffee Sauce or Orange Tuiles with Flaked Almonds. Finally, Cakes
are the crowning glory of any tea party and there are a range of delicious flavours to choose from. Tried and tested recipes include Lemon
Drizzle Cake, Coffee and Walnut Cake and Victoria Sandwich Filled with Cream and Strawberries. Afternoon Tea features delicate bite-size
treats that are guaranteed to charm your guests. Bring out your best china, fill up the teapot and enjoy this wonderful tradition. *An irresistible
collection of sweet and savoury recipes, from little toasts to finger sandwiches and scones to baby pavlovas. *Packed with information about
preparing a tea-time feast, including how to make the perfect cup of tea. *Irresistible photography by Martin Brigdale.
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